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Abstract — The notion of "modeling method requirements" refers to a category typically neglected by RE taxonomies and
frameworks – i.e., those requirements that motivate the realization of (conceptual) modeling methods and tools. They can be
considered domain-specific, in the sense that all modeling methods provide a knowledge schema for some selected application
domain (narrow or broad). Besides this inherent domain-specific
nature, we are investigating how the characteristics of modeling
methods inform the RE perspective, and how in turn RE can
support the engineering of such artifacts.
Thus, the work at hand aims to raise awareness about modeling method requirements in the RE community. The core contribution is the CoChaCo (Concept-Characteristic-Connector)
method for the representation and management of such requirements, as well as for streamlining with subsequent engineering
phases. CoChaCo is itself a modeling method – i.e., it achieves its
goals through diagrammatic modeling means for which a supporting tool was prototyped and evolved.
The proposal originates in required support for the initial
phase of the Agile Modeling Method Engineering (AMME)
methodology, which was successfully applied in developing a
variety of project-specific modeling tools. From this accumulated
experience, awareness of "modeling method requirements"
emerged and informed the design decisions of CoChaCo.
Index Terms — Modeling method requirements, Requirements
modeling, Metamodeling, Agile Modeling Method Engineering

I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling methods are often taken for granted (as de facto
or de jure standards). However, they are artifacts subject to
specific engineering methodologies and driven by a particular
class of requirements - to be labelled in this work as modeling
method requirements. The representation and management of
this class of requirements, as well as their relation to subsequent method engineering phases, reclaim tool support and
methods of adequate specificity, considering their characteristics and building blocks, their specific engineering cycles.
The existence of such requirements has been occasionally
implied by practices such as situational method engineering
[1], domain-specific language engineering [2][3] or Agile
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Modeling Method Engineering (AMME) [4] – the latter being
the encompassing framework whose observed application
motivates the proposal of this paper. The notion of "agility" is
tightly coupled with that of "requirements" – i.e., enabling
agility in modeling methods means enabling responsiveness to
requirements that may be situational, domain-specific, enterprise-specific, evolving, etc. Addressed agility cases include:
the implementation of an existing modeling standard, the enrichment or hybridization of standards, the development of new
modeling methods for which a standard is not available, or the
evolution of an already in place modeling method (triggered by
evolving requirements).
For all these cases, AMME provides a conceptualization
framework that revolves around the underlying notion of
"modeling method" [5] comprising the building blocks: (i)
Modeling language - itself decomposed structurally into notation, syntax, semantics, possibly partitioned into multiple
"viewpoints" if the language grows too complex for a single
type of diagram; (ii) Mechanisms (including algorithms) comprising all functionality that operates on model contents, to
satisfy relevant modeling use cases (e.g., code generation,
report generation, model transformation etc.); (iii) Modeling
procedure - i.e., how the method should be used, considering
its purposeful nature (all modeling intentions, capabilities and
use cases).
Elicitation, representation and management of requirements
for each of these building blocks are challenging but weakly
supported. The AMME framework includes a conceptualization process (to be detailed in Section III) that starts with the
Create phase, covering all the pre-design efforts. Compared to
the subsequent AMME phases, which benefit from good support in terms of fast prototyping platforms and deployment
enablers, this Create phase (and partly its subsequent Design
phase) did not have, until this proposal, a clearly articulated
support. The authors' longitudinal observation of repeated applications of AMME (between different projects or different
iterations of the same project), led to the motivation of devising
a specific solution to support the Create phase.

Furthermore, by applying AMME onto itself, the proposed
solution came to be a modeling method (and corresponding
tool), an idea that leverages the benefits that conceptual modeling brings to requirements management – e. g., streamlining
semantics towards subsequent development phases [6], userfriendly knowledge capture [7]. The result is labelled with the
acronym CoChaCo (Concept-Characteristic-Connector).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II will establish the working terminology for this paper and
clarify the role of various enablers. Section III will formulate
the problem statement and will provide a summary of the proposed solution. Section IV will dissect the notion of "modeling
method requirements" - the underlying motivation of this work.
Section V will provide details on design and implementation
details of the proposed modeling method. Section VI will illustrate the viability of the solution in project-based cases. Section
VII will comment on related and predecessor works. The paper
ends with concluding evaluation insights and an outlook to
future development plans.

variety of goals - some educational (e.g., hybridizing multiple
fundamental modeling languages in the same tool [11]), some
research-oriented (e.g., to enable domain-specific knowledge
conversion [12]). Here the term "agile" applies not only to
model contents and the activity of modeling, but also to the
methods and tools that must (co-)evolve according to changing
requirements, or must be tailored for project-specific purposes
(e.g., to capture richer knowledge than what a standard or modeling technique allows, to ensure interoperability with modeldriven systems). The operationalization enabler for AMME are
the fast prototyping platforms (see [8][13]) - however the development tasks are integral part of an engineering cycle (depicted in Fig. 1) that requires adequate streamlining, along the
following phases:

II. WORKING TERMINOLOGY AND ENABLERS
Modeling method requirements are the specific class of requirements that motivate the engineering of conceptual modeling methods. A taxonomy of such requirements is necessary to
enrich the RE body of knowledge and to inspire the development of dedicated support – the work at hand being an initial
step in this respect.
CoChaCo is the key artefact proposed by this paper – a
modeling method whose current implementation is labelled
CoChaCo4ADOxx (hinting to the underlying development
platform). Its goal is to facilitate the documentation and analysis of modeling method requirements and to streamline the
supported RE effort with subsequent phases of modeling method engineering.
ADOxx [8] is an open access metamodeling platform on
which a diversity of domain-specific modeling tools have been
implemented [9]. This is both the platform on which the current
prototype of CoChaCo was implemented and, at the same time,
the platform for which it was prototyped. However, the coupling between CoChaCo and ADOxx is rather flexible: (i) core
concepts of its modeling language can serve domain modeling
in the most generic sense, (ii) additional concepts are specific
to modeling method requirements management (e.g., Purpose,
Functionality, Stakeholder, relationships between them), independently of how such a method will be implemented); (iii)
certain aspects are ADOxx-specific to support some development streamlining (e.g., ADOxx attribute types rather than the
MOF standard [10] and other mechanisms - see Section V).
AMME is an agile methodology for developing modeling
methods. From its past applications, several meta-requirements
emerged and motivated this work – i.e., CoChaCo was developed to fill certain gaps in streamlining AMME phases, as
detailed in the next Section.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SOLUTION SUMMARY
AMME has been successfully employed in a number of
projects where agile modeling tools had to be developed for a

Fig. 1. The AMME conceptualization lifecycle [4]

Create: the opportunity of a modeling method is identified,
including modeling scenarios, goals and stakeholders. Modeling method requirements and domain knowledge guide the
reduction of the application domain to a "knowledge schema"
that will go through a gradual refinement process - from the
early stage maturity of a "domain model" to the operational
maturity of a "modeling language vocabulary" (metamodel).
Design: the modeling method building blocks (language,
mechanisms, procedure) are designed and specified on an adequate level of detail depending on application and reusability
goals (e.g., platform-specific or platform-independent). The
early stage metamodel becomes a language vocabulary enriched with grammar, machine-readable semantics and semiotics (interpreted notation).
Formalize: formal lenses are applied to the method specification in order to stimulate scientific scrutiny, knowledge
questions and dissemination. This phase may be skipped due to
pragmatic project constraints; even in these cases, a certain
degree of rigor is already imposed by the underlying formalism
of the metamodeling platform of choice – e.g., for ADOxx, this
phase can fall back on the platform-specific FDMM formalism
[14] (it defines the notions of model, model type according to
the meta-metamodel underlying all ADOxx implementations).
Develop: a usable modeling tool is developed on a metamodeling platform allowing knowledge engineers to focus on
the modeling method building blocks, while reusing built-in
generic functionality (e.g., model storage, look-and-feel of the
drawing canvas).
Deploy: the modeling tool is deployed (on desktops, in the
cloud, with remote access, etc.) and evaluated in use. This
phase feeds back into Create due to evolving requirements –
the evolution may be (i) extrinsically motivated (new analysis

scenarios needed, new model-driven systems must be built) or
(ii) intrinsically motivated (non-experienced users gradually
bring new ideas on how the custom modeling tool can support
them, thus triggering short update cycles).
The research challenge addressed by this paper is How to
support the Create phase of this lifecycle in a way that enables
streamlining with other phases? In many AMME projects this
phase was more of a knowledge acquisition effort. It became
obvious that an RE perspective is necessary considering the
need for an articulated integration of AMME phases.
In deciding the nature of the RE method to be developed,
we have been inspired by the design research paradigm. The
work started by distilling several high-level meta-requirements
observed in past AMME projects, summarized in Table I. Each
meta-requirement is mapped on qualities of agile modeling

methods, including references to publications and projects
where those aspects have been emphasized.
In response to these meta-requirements, we posit that agile
domain-specific modeling may be employed to satisfy these
meta-requirements - this had led to the decision that CoChaCo
itself should be a modeling method, engineered according to
AMME and having a first prototype developed in ADOxx (in
other words, we applied AMME onto itself).
The proposed solution was therefore designed as a modeling method that integrates ideas from (i) early stage requirements modeling (e.g., goal modeling, use case modeling) with
(ii) process modeling (referring to the target method's application procedure) and (iii) metamodeling (an early stage
knowledge acquisition effort that blends into the Design phase
of AMME).

TABLE I. META-REQUIREMENTS FOR REPRESENTING MODELING METHOD REQUIREMENTS
The meta-requirements
Modeling method requirements should be represented in
ways that facilitate communication, annotation and understanding (both zooming in and high-level overview).

Modeling method requirements should be sufficiently granular to inform the Design phase, producing an early stage
metamodel that will be later refined in a modeling language
vocabulary.
Modeling method requirements should be distinguishable
and traceable by specific taxonomies, not only by generic RE
taxonomies (functional, nonfunctional etc.)
Modeling method requirements should be valued and manipulated as "requirements knowledge" assets [17] – i.e., a
knowledge management approach must complement the RE
effort.
Modeling method requirements management should be
supported by flexible systems where the annotation / documentation schema can be easily extended, reused and can
interoperate with other systems that may need to consume the
requirements knowledge.

How agile modeling methods can fulfil the meta-requirements
Conceptual modeling traditionally aims to enhance communication and understanding, whereas
domain-specific modeling implies a semantic enrichment of model elements. For complexity
management and comprehension AMME recommends a navigable decomposition of a modeling
language, successfully applied in multi-view enterprise modeling [15]. Generic consistency
management frameworks are being investigated to support such decompositions [16].
AMME allows a language engineer to customize semantic granularity both on concept level
(multiple levels of specialization or multi-level modeling) and inside a concept (custom property
sheets for each modeling element). The proposed CoChaCo method aims to produce a machinereadable metamodel that can be adopted as a starting point for refinement in the Design phase.
The modeling method notion [5] specifies building blocks on which requirements may be
mapped. Existing experience with AMME suggests the typical change propagation paths among
those building blocks.
Agile modeling can be treated as a knowledge conversion process (see [12]) - a possible specialization of Nonaka's SECI model [18]. We also refer here to the interweaving of RE and architectural concerns recognized by the literature [19] which is translated here in the dependencies
between AMME's Create phase and its adjacent phases.
In the context of AMME, agility has been defined as an amalgamation of the following qualities:
(a) adaptability & extensibility (the possibility to change or extend existing modeling methods or
fragments), (b) integrability (the possibility to integrate multiple modeling languages or fragments, or the modeling environment with external systems that must read model contents), (c)
operability & usability (the possibility to include functionality that enhances the modeling experience and model comprehension). An example of a tool that demonstrates these qualities is
BEE-UP [19], integrating known languages such as BPMN, UML, ER, Petri Nets and EPC.

IV. TOWARDS A TAXONOMY FOR
MODELING METHOD REQUIREMENTS
Beside the provided operational solution, a secondary goal
of this paper is to highlight the notion of modeling method
requirements. While the traditional taxonomical categories
(functional, non-functional, etc.) [21][22] are also applicable
for modeling software development, this class of requirements
must be acknowledged, both for representation and traceability
purposes, in projects where modeling products are developed.
A rich collection of domain-specific modeling tools and
methods have been catalogued in the literature [9]. The Open
Models Laboratory [23][24] provides a community hub and
digital ecosystem for the conceptualization and dissemination
of such artifacts. The authors' project experience helped synthesizing some distinguishing characteristics of modeling
method requirements.

Firstly, a taxonomy can be derived by the modeling method
building blocks specified by Karagiannis and Kühn [5], characterized and exemplified as follows:
Language requirements cover all requests regarding model
contents – i.e., notation, syntax and semantics. Examples: "I
want to use this particular icon, specific to my company culture" (notation requirement), "I want to capture this aspect in a
separate diagram type to avoid visual cluttering" (language
partitioning, included under syntax requirements), "I want to be
able to attach risk levels/severities to my BPMN tasks", "I want
the actors in my organization to be distinguishable by gender"
(semantic requirements).
Mechanisms requirements cover requests on the functionality available in the modeling tool. Examples: "I need to be able
to generate this kind of report from my models ", "I need to be
warned by graphical highlighting when this semantic condition
is fulfilled".
Procedure requirements cover requests on how models can
be created, including usability requirements and general model-

ing experience. Examples: "This diagram element should be
inserted automatically", "This type of diagram should be generated from my data logs", "This model should be created and
annotated collaboratively, by people in two departments".
It is, of course, debatable to what extent these examples
qualify as requirements (i.e., explicit needs) or as forespoken
solutions (i.e., design specifications in support of implicit
needs). This status may shift from one AMME iteration to
another – as users get accustomed with hands-on experience
they would raise explicit change requests that blur the distinction, e.g., going from "I want a more expressive domainspecific notation" to "I want this particular icon that corresponds to this aspect of my enterprise's culture". Traditional
classes of requirements are also applicable (e.g., a functional
requirement is typically a requirement for a mechanism) –
however, an explicit mapping on the specific building blocks
reduces ambiguity, improves traceability and creates opportunities of streamlining.
Moreover, this taxonomy helps revealing some change
propagation paths as identified and summarized in Fig. 2,
which are necessary to establish dependencies between backlog
items during the development phases.
The figure considers the generic characteristics of a modeling method – not only its building blocks (language, mechanisms, procedure) but also its typical usage (either as a modeling tool, or as a modeling environment attached to some model-driven systems). The general case of a multi-view method is
considered in the figure – i.e., a language comprising multiple
types of models to reduce visual cluttering and to separate
concerns, while preserving cross-view relations to support
consistency management [25] (in the area of enterprise modeling, the complexity of the systems under study is associated
with the need for multi-perspective modeling [26]).

Fig. 2. Modeling method requirements propagation paths – adapted from [15]

Two sources of modeling method requirements are identified: (i) those stated by users that can relate directly to the

modeling experience and tool usage; and (ii) those derived
indirectly from requirements raised for some model-driven
systems that interact with model contents (e.g., via code generation, model queries or other kind of interoperability bridge).
AMME reverses the dependency between models and model-driven software, enabling software engineers to raise requirements for tailoring the modeling method, thus enriching
the software's database/knowledgebase tier and its semantic
space (see [27] for a proposed software engineering method
based on this principle).
The typical change propagation paths, as numbered in the
figure, are:
1. Requirements for model-driven systems can propagate in
semantic requirements, reclaiming an extension of the modeling language semantic space (e.g., new properties, new concepts to be made available for model queries).
2. The same applies to requirements on mechanisms - since
they take input from model contents, a sufficiently rich semantic space must also be ensured for the required mechanisms.
3. Requirements on notation can be volatile, as users perceive models primarily on a visual level and will want to benefit, once they understand the opportunity provided by AMME,
from customizing notation according to some local enterprise
culture, personal preferences for comprehension or interactivity
of the graphic layer. The business process modeling literature
has recognized the notion of "secondary notation" and the
nudging effect it can have on comprehension [28]. Dynamic or
interactive notations are rule-based, therefore driven by semantics (i.e., the presence of some property or instance in the current model). Visual cluttering may also be addressed by customizing notation.
4. Changes in requirements pertaining to a viewpoint
(model type) can propagate in other viewpoints to ensure consistency or complementarity, depending on the existing crossview relationships (manifesting as hyperlinks or model synchronization rules). For example, to reduce linking effort or to
shift the "border" between viewpoints, concepts may be moved
between different types of models, or artificially introduced as
workarounds.
5. The modeling procedure guides the user in creating purposeful models. This building block is not always acknowledged explicitly, but certain requirements point to it – e.g., "I
don't want to have more than x types of models", "I don't want
to create this kind of model, it should be generated automatically as a map of the existing models". Such requirements will
typically propagate towards a need for additional mechanisms
(then further towards semantics).
6. Finally, any changes in modeling language or functionality will affect the modeling procedure (and any guiding documentation that is built for it).
Recognizing a modeling method requirements taxonomy
and related propagation paths is a first step towards a modeling-oriented practice of RE, for which the hereby proposed
CoChaCo method can be an operationalization enabler.
The next sections will focus on the design decisions of this
method and illustrative examples.

V. DESIGN DECISIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The CoChaCo4ADOxx tool was engineered by following
the AMME methodology and implements the proposed
method's building blocks, as described in this section.
A. The Modeling Procedure
The modeling procedure is depicted on the left side of Fig.
3, together with some sample models for which key CoChaCo
concepts are visible. These are for a toy example of a "cooking
modeling method" - designed to support knowledge management for a festive dinner planner. We start with this kind of
example in order to detach the proposal from a Software Engineering context, and to emphasize the general value of modeling as means of knowledge representation (for which code
generation, software documentation or business process analysis can be considered domain-specific use cases). This percep-

tion on model value, discussed in more detail in a value cocreation context by Strecker et al. [29], is what makes modeling
also adequate for requirements representation.
The modeling procedure leads the modeler through a structuring and abstraction effort that is partly inspired by traditional
knowledge acquisition techniques, adapted to the specificity
and building blocks of modeling methods. The motivating
assumption is that stakeholders acknowledge the need for a
modeling tool. We expect that CoChaCo would also be useful
in conceptualization efforts aiming for a different outcome (i.e.,
domain analysis) but this paper's scope is limited to the primary
goal of supporting modeling method/tool engineering.
The procedure steps that belong to AMME's Create phase
are as follows:

Fig. 3. The modeling procedure (left) and model samples supporting the first four steps (right)

Step 1. Requirements Gathering may involve traditional RE
approaches enhanced by the CoChaCo modeling tool for loose
note taking and weakly structured mind mapping. This step
primarily aims for interaction with stakeholders and documenting their wishes in order to identify modeling goals, rationale
and scenarios. Both direct stakeholders (that will operate on
models) and indirect stakeholders (that will use model-driven
systems) should be considered and can be represented – i.e.,
associated through machine-readable relations (cross-diagram
hyperlinks) with the CoChaCo elements they "require".
Clarifications about how models can help stakeholders are
needed at this stage of the modeling procedure, since it is often
the case that models are assumed to be graphical documentation (e.g., an alternative to Powerpoint diagrams). CoChaCo
shifts this perception towards understanding the value of models as knowledge representation – if this is not clear for all
stakeholders in the initial iteration, the next iterations of
AMME make it evident through hands-on experience with

throwaway prototypes. Examples of features that help with this
perspective shift are model queries (knowledge is there to be
queried, not only to fancy up some reports), rule-based behavior (e.g., dynamic notation based on semantic changes) or interoperability features (e.g., generating something from models, coupling the modeling environment with some external
system). Throwaway prototypes should showcase one or the
other of such features as early as possible to stimulate the refinement of modeling method requirements.
Step 2. Domain Knowledge Acquisition aims to derive domain understanding and expertise. This step may involve the
traditional approaches reviewed by the literature [30][31] (e.g.,
laddering, card sorting, "20-questions"), however it will gradually focus on the competency questions that models should be
able to answer, derived from stakeholder goals and their now
enhanced understanding of "model value" - for humans, for
systems (e.g., process-aware systems [32]) or for both. Termi-

nology is clarified at this stage and collected around competency questions or "Five Ws + How" questions.
Step 3. Concept Identification and Decomposition. Decompositions of goal statements and competency questions will
lead to more refined CoChaCo models. It should be clarified at
this step what knowledge will be externalized through models
and what criteria will inform decision-making. This step will
link stakeholder purposes to work flows, informational resources and finally collections of key terms.
Step 4. Concept Selection and Mapping. The key terms are
filtered to keep the vocabulary concise and limited to the explicit purposes derived in earlier steps. The depth of domainspecificity is decided, while at the same time keeping options
open for future agile iterations (irrelevant terms are scrapped
rather than removed, hierarchies are kept open and populated
with broader superconcepts, relationships are weakly constrained).
Step 5. Modeling Method Building Blocks Definition. Before targeting a specific platform, the modeling method building blocks are mapped at this stage on the corresponding requirements taxonomy - key terms from the earlier step are
mapped on language constructs, on procedure steps or on
mechanism requirements.
This last step blends into the Design phase by providing an
early stage modeling method structure, including a metamodel
built from the concepts selected in the preceding step. This
method specification will be platform-agnostic, needing further
specialization for platform-specific constraints and features.
Examples of platform-specific design decisions are (for
ADOxx): which platform-specific datatypes should be applied,
which metamodel partitions will become actual model types
and which will be object repositories; which relations will
become connectors and which will end up as hyperlinks, which
mechanisms should run inside the modeling environment and
which will be external plug-ins.
B. The Modeling Language
The CoChaCo language comprises a minimal set of metaconstructs for building an early stage, platform-agnostic metamodel:
 the Concept, often ending up as a graphical symbol of
the language (although it may also become a nongraphic object involved only on a functional level, or a
tabular attribute);
 the Characteristic, often ending up as an editable attribute (although it may also become a graphic characteristic or connector);
 the Connector, often ending up as a visual connector
(although other options are also available - e.g., hyperlink, containment relation).
The general principle of CoChaCo is that these core constructs do not have a prescribed mapping on a platform-specific
implementation or style of modeling. They are rather ontological constructs whose manifestation in the implemented modeling tool will be decided later – therefore this step is also included here in the Create phase, while having a close coupling

with AMME's Design phase (which is forward looking at the
implementation prospects).
For the other method building blocks, additional metaconstructs are available and linkable to the core constructs:
 the Purpose (goal);
 the Functionality (solution that satisfies the goal and is
dependent on particular language constructs);
 the Step (of a procedure or mechanism);
 the Resource/Result (needed or produced by a Step);
 the Stakeholder (a modeling actor or model-driven system that motivates an aspect captured in CoChaCo – a
concept, a purpose, etc.).
Visual meta-connectors are also looser than in typical domain modeling – e.g., an asemantic relation is also allowed for
loose diagramming in the style of mind mapping (semantics to
be decided later or improvised through annotation); a
flow/order relation covers both control flow and resource
flows. The major constructs are visible in the legend of Fig. 4,
where CoChaCo was applied onto itself to give a high-level
view on its own metamodel. The loose semantics are intended
to establish a balance between imposition and flexibility, to
achieve a degree of open-endedness that allows agile reconsideration of the nature of language constructs and the versioning
(with minimal editing) across multiple iterations.
For this reason, the following visual meta-connectors restrictions are recommended (through warnings, model queries
or domain/range checks) rather than enforced by the metamodel in Fig. 4:
 connects is recommended to be used between a Connector and the Concepts it should connect (may also be
an n-ary connection whose implementation-level nature will be decided later);
 flow is recommended to indicate the control flow between procedural/functionality steps or the flow of resources into/out of a step (example visible in Fig. 3, not
captured in the metamodel's legend);
 hierarchy and specialization are distinguished to allow
for an asemantic hierarchical note-taking (mind mapping style) before starting to think if the hierarchy is an
actual subsumption or just an intuitive attempt of the
stakeholder to hierarchically structure his/her thoughts;
the strict specialization should be used between constructs of the same kind;
 uses is recommended to link Purpose, Functionality or
Step to something that it relies on (could be another
functionality, but also a concept or a characteristics it
depends on);
 has is recommended to suggest ownership or partonomy (e.g., a concept has a notation, or contains another
concept whose instances cannot exist by themselves);
 additionally, a relevant_for hyperlink relates any CoChaCo element to the stakeholder who needs it (in Fig.
4 the entire model set is attached to a modeling method
engineer).

Fig. 4. The CoChaCo metamodel self-described in CoChaCo terms

All these interpretations reflect recurring patterns found in
earlier AMME projects during knowledge acquisition efforts
based on loose notetaking (e.g., mind mapping) rather than
strict UML domain modeling. Thus, these patterns aim to establish a sensible middle ground between flexibility and formality, one that emerges from how modeling tools are perceived by stakeholders rather than how they could be described
in UML terms – i.e., the has meta-connector does not necessarily end up becoming a UML aggregation or composition;
instead, it relates to the user perception that, for example, a
concept "should have" a graphical symbol, or that a connector
"should have" a direction. It is expected that future iterations of
CoChaCo will enrich this list of thinking patterns, as the project portfolio where the method is applied will expand.
Other constructs visible in the metamodel can be loosely attached for annotation, versioning and notetaking purposes in
the early steps of the modeling procedure (e.g., Evolution,
Requirement, Note, dependency on External Resource).
As an illustrative example, we show in Fig. 5 how the language requirements for a Petri Nets modeling method evolve
through three different versions by gradually adding to them
syntactic requirements, semantic requirements and mechanism
requirements. Moreover, the preferred graphical symbols (notation requirements) are also linked to the CoChaCo "Concepts".
As mentioned before, the distinction between requirement and
solution will sometimes be blurred and will shift depending on
stakeholder familiarity with modeling. Typical cases are: (i)
requirements by analogy ("I want to have a language like

BPMN plus a concept of Risk according to my businessspecific taxonomy"); (ii) requirements that enforce solution ("I
want to be able to annotate this element with this list of attributes that are relevant for my knowledge management position"); (iii) vague requirements ("I want to be able to design
my cooking recipes, show me a throwaway prototype and we'll
discuss what should be added on that").
This variability in the nature of modeling method requirements is one key aspect that CoChaCo aims to agilely support.
C. Mechanisms
The current scope of the reported solution is to support the
management of requirements and domain knowledge in
AMME's Create phase. In the long term, certain mechanisms
are planned to streamline AMME phases by generating out of
CoChaCo models a machine-readable modeling method specification (currently a quite heavy document that must be redacted by method engineers). This should be platform-specific
input for rapid prototyping.
In the current implementation, such support is limited to the
following features:
A. Compatibility-checking scripts that report the deviations
existing between the designed metamodel and platformspecific constraints. Currently, the ADOxx platform is supported (examples of constraints that are verified: if ADOxx
datatypes have been used, if each connector has exactly one
domain and one range).

B. The possibility to export CoChaCo models as RDF
knowledge graphs, thus exposing them to potential model
compilers that can produce various model-driven artifacts (e.g.,
traceability reports). This is based on a model RDFiser plug-in
available for tools developed on the ADOxx platform (e.g., it is
currently integrated in the BEE-UP tool to enable RDFisation
of BPMN, UML, EPC, Petri Nets and ER models [8]).

VI. SELECTED APPLICATION CASE
An application case will be illustrated in this section, based
on a European project for which a domain-specific modeling
method was developed. One purpose of that modeling method
was to support the process-centric documentation of mobile
app requirements; this later evolved to an aspiration to generate app orchestration flows out of process models – those flows
would then interoperate with an orchestration engine to actually
deploy chained mobile apps according to the modelled process
flow (assuming a "bring-your-own-device" industrial setting).
Fig. 6 shows an early iteration of the process modeling language – one where mobile app requirements were rudimentary
text annotations attached to business process tasks, in order to
support reporting functionality.

Fig. 6. Early iteration method requirements (left) and model sample (right)

Fig. 5. Evolving language requirements into an early stage metamodel for
Petri Nets

In addition, a mechanism for generating specification documents is included. It automatically populates Open Document
templates with model contents and annotations that a developer
would need to start prototyping the modeling tool. Other mechanisms are the usability or model management features – highlighting, versioning, cloning.
Furthermore, some generic mechanisms are provided by the
underlying metamodeling platform, agilely repurposed for the
CoChaCo language – model queries, model exports and model
comparison, all support RE scenarios pertaining to documentation, traceability or report generation. For example, model
queries can track propagations of changes – either inside the
modeling environment (using the underlying platform's AQL
graph query language) or outside the modeling environment, on
the RDF knowledge graphs exported from models.

The interpretation of this example is: a maintenance app
engineer (stakeholder, not visible as it is hyperlinked from
outside the model) has the purpose of documenting app requirements in model form; for this, he/she needs the functionality of reporting required apps per process or per role, which
relies on the ability to attach to the Task concept a Mobile app
requirement characteristic. In addition, a functionality for calculating time simulation needs Probabilities as a characteristic
of Control flow connectors, and a Time attribute as a characteristic of Tasks.
Fig. 7 shows a late iteration where the app requirements
modeling technique was significantly expanded. One can notice the following features of CoChaCo:
 The scrapped (but still preserved) language constructs,
since the app requirements representation evolved from
the rudimentary text annotation to a distinct type of
model where apps could be described as mockups and
attached via hyperlinks to the process tasks where they
were required;
 The partitioning of the concepts in implementation
recommendations (different types of models connected
by hyperlinks), including the newly required type of
model that had to be generated (mobile app
chains/orchestrations);
 The mechanism requirements (generate app orchestration then export model) mapped on (i) the purpose of

interoperating with the model-driven orchestration engine; (ii) the language constructs on which this functionality depends; (iii) and a possibility of linking it to
design or implementation artifacts to be developed in
later AMME phases.
The underlying graph query engine will facilitate queries on
a model or across multiple linked models, which can be tailored in order to obtain reports that are relevant for the RE
scope. Examples:
a. Give me all characteristics that are used by all functionalities involved in achieving the purpose "Interoperate with orchestration engine". The query expression in the platform's
native AQL syntax is:
((({"Interoperate with orchestration engine":"Purpose"}->"uses")<-"flow")>"uses")>"Characteristic"<

b. Give me all functionalities to which changes in the Process
Node can be propagated – either directly (via the uses relation), or indirectly (via the connectors).
(({"Process Node"}<<-"uses")>"Functionality"<)OR
(({"Process Node"}<-"connects)<<-"uses")>"Functionality"<)

c. Give me all functionalities that rely on the characteristics
that have been scrapped
(((<"Characteristic">[?"Scrapped" = "yes"])<-"has")<-"uses")

Templates based on such queries are realized for reporting
or traceability purposes. Such templates are prepared on a project-specific basis as they imply a learning curve. The query
language is, however, part of the basic skillset for AMME
engineers working with the ADOxx platform and is a conveniently flexible mechanism for requirements analysis, or the
further development of a toolset that uses CoChaCo models as
requirements knowledge.

Fig. 7. Evolved method requirements (left) and sample models (right)

VII. RELATED WORKS
RE research roadmaps are periodically proposed and revised (see [33]) however the class of modeling method requirements is rather neglected or only indirectly suggested in
the context of method engineering - e.g., Ralyte mentions
"engineering intentions" that a situational method should support [34]; Henderson-Sellers et al. proposed intention achievement guidelines based on method knowledge (graphs of intentions and strategies) [35]; the work of Gupta and Prakash relates closer to our work by defining method requirements as
"high-level abstraction of services that a method will provide
and constraints under which it functions" [36]. This definition
may supersede our notion of modeling method requirements,

which adds specificity derived from the definition of a modeling method as employed in this work. Requirements on domain-specific languages have been characterized [2] as generic
or specific, and meta-requirements for documenting and analyzing them are raised there – our proposal is a possible solution in this respect. The work of Moody on modeling notations
[37] implies the idea of notation requirements by proposing a
design space based on several variables and qualities.
Regardless of these predecessor notions and their semantic
overlaps, a gap needs to be filled in terms of operationalization
support and dedicated RE methods for this class of requirements. In this respect, our work makes a proposal derived from
accumulated practice with applying AMME in the development
of domain-specific modeling tools.

The design decisions of CoChaCo aim for a balance between formality and flexibility, being inspired by the interplay
between conceptual modeling (i.e., modeling governed by
formal concepts) and loosely-interpreted mind mapping (i.e.,
graphical note-taking). This is in turn inspired by a proposal of
interplay between information retrieval and mind mapping
[38], recently instantiated in works that aim to diminish the gap
between domain analysts and software designers by streamlining conceptual modeling and mind mapping [39][40]. Such
works are addressing general-purpose model-driven engineering, while our proposal is distinguished by (i) being narrowed
to the specificity of modeling tool development; (ii) employing
a customized modeling language intended for modeling method
requirements management, instead of repurposing UML class
diagrams (by doing this we aim for the benefits of domainspecific languages [3]).
Requirements models have been subjected to ontological
evaluation (via reasoning) or ontology-driven specification
[41][42]. By employing a metamodeling platform to implement
a requirements modeling method we enable comparable benefits enabled by the platform of choice – i.e., the accumulation
of a diagrammatic knowledge base with constraints imposed on
scripting level or by a metamodel compliant with the platformspecific formalism (see [14]).
VIII. CONCLUDING EVALUATION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper introduces the CoChaCo method and its implementation for modeling method requirements engineering. It
also emphasizes the relevance of this specific category of requirements (rarely recognized by RE) that drives modeling
method engineering processes. The proposed method was evaluated for its viability, by deploying it in the form of a toolset
comprising (i) a modeling tool (CoChaCo4ADOxx); (ii) interoperability mechanisms targeting the ADOxx development
platform and the generation of specification documents.
The evaluation strategy included both checking the retrofit
of the proposal to past projects (when CoChaCo was needed
but not available) as well as applying it to on-going projects.
The evaluation was guided by the reference criteria for requirements methods [43]:
How does the method fit into the development process?
CoChaCo was from the very beginning engineered to fill a gap
in an existing development model (AMME), therefore it has
strong familiarity with the way of thinking of AMME practitioners. Its implementation benefits from repurposed features of
the underlying ADOxx platform – e.g., graph-based model
queries and scripts allow the discovery of significant relations
and items in the produced artifacts, the generation of documentation and consistency checks. One key meta-requirement that
is not yet satisfied in this respect is the ability to generate a
platform-specific definition of a modeling method.
Ease of use. Ease of navigation across semantically related
diagrams is facilitated by the underlying ADOxx platform
through its default look and feel, a modeling assistant and
model browser. From current observations, for AMME practitioners, CoChaCo reduces by half the time spent on writing and
managing a method specification document – this is an estima-

tion based on a single on-going project (a long-term goal is to
collect longitudinal observations from future projects for more
comprehensive measurements). It remains to be seen how CoChaCo is perceived by knowledge engineers that do not want
to develop modeling tools (see limitations commented below)
or are accustomed to other method engineering approaches.
Qualities of the artifacts produced by the method. Its very
nature suggests that CoChaCo was designed to benefit from the
qualities of agile diagrammatic modeling – e.g., the possibility
to customize interactive and dynamic notation, to capture variability through both graphical and model linking means and to
easily implement Shneiderman's visualization mantra (overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand) [44]. For
AMME practitioners CoChaCo fills a gap that used to be tackled through non-specific RE methods or improvised means e.g., asemantic mind mapping lacking the streamlining and
analysis support that a modeling method enables.
In the following, we summarize a managerial view on the
qualities of the proposed artifact, including future work plans
suggested in the opportunities sections:
Strengths: The proposed method repurposes the strengths
of agile conceptual modeling for representing and managing
modeling method requirements, thus addressing a specific gap
in RE practice and literature. The proposal was driven by metarequirements identified in method engineering projects and
takes a hybrid KM / RE approach that may be further extended
(CoChaCo itself evolves along the AMME lifecycle). The
proposal may also be perceived as a more procedural and more
structured way of mind mapping, aiming for a balance between
loose note taking and conceptual modeling.
Weaknesses: Other methodologies that include conceptualization efforts (not only modeling tool development, but also
language engineering or domain analysis) may benefit from it
but they may have specificities that are not yet assimilated in
CoChaCo. Evaluation should be extended over projects following related methodologies.
Opportunities: The provided support of the Create phase
can be coupled with the subsequent phases through platformspecific plug-ins that take the conceptual structures represented
with this method to an implementation format for a chosen
metamodeling platform. Such an approach would enable the
reuse of requirements represented in CoChaCo as a starting
point for development. A plug-in for exporting directly into the
ADOxx internal format is under development to demonstrate
such streamlining.
Threats: CoChaCo adds an abstraction layer and enforces a
method that RE practitioners are not typically familiar with,
thus requiring a dedicated learning curve. Until now, CoChaCo
was evaluated only with users that already had familiarity with
the general operation of conceptual models. This is consistent
with the fact that requirements captured with CoChaCo are
supposed to drive AMME projects, therefore such expertise
may be assumed to some extent.
However, an evaluation protocol should be devised for general purpose RE practitioners deciding to adopt CoChaCo for
other purposes, where they should be enabled to leverage their
own experience with general purpose RE frameworks.
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